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2. KEY WORDS:
Key words should be included, should not repeat terms used in the article title, and should not exceed 80 characters and spaces.

3. ABSTRACT:
The abstract should consist of 300 words or less. The abstract should be written in complete sentences and should fulfill the objectives, and the experimental design of the paper, and the principal observations and conclusions; it should be intelligible without reference to the rest of the paper.

4. TEXT:
Indent the first line of every paragraph.
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(Introduction) Introduction should provide sufficient background information and the rationale for the present study, but should not include an extensive review of the literature.

Materials and Methods) Materials and Methods should provide sufficiently detailed information to allow the experiments to be repeated by others. Materials and Methods may be organized into subheadings.

(Results) Results should describe the results of the experiments. Results may be organized into subheadings. Present the results as concisely as possible. Number figures and tables according to the order of citation in the text [e.g., (Table 1), (Fig. 1), (Fig. 1 and Table 1), (Table 1 and 2), (Fig. 1A), (Fig. 1 and 2)].
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Felsenstein, J. (1993) PHYLIP (Phylogeny Inference Package) ver. 3.5c. Department of Genetics, University of Washington, Seattle (on disk).
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7. TABLES:
    All tables must be cited in the text. They should be numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals. Tables should be paginated and page numbers should follow consecutively from the last page after the References section. Information other than that defining the data should be presented in footnotes, not in the table heading. Please consult a current issue of our journal for table heading format.

8. FIGURES/ILLUSTRATIONS:
    All figures must be cited in the text. Figure legends are to be numbered consecutively as follows: Fig. 1. . . , Fig. 2. . . , and should follow the sequence of reference in the text. Abbreviations for all figures should be listed alphabetically and placed before the first figure mentioning them:
    Whenever possible, figures should be integrated into the text. Reference to relevant text pages can often reduce the length of legends and avoid redundancy.

ILLUSTRATIONS:
    Reproduction of illustrations is costly. Authors should limit the number of figures to that which adequately presents the findings. To achieve greatest fidelity and rendition of detail, it is preferable that the printer work directly from original drawings or high-quality photographic prints (but not photocopies). All illustrations must be submitted in complete and finished form with adequate labeling.
    To achieve optimum quality, photographic prints submitted for reproduction must be of adequate contrast and if multiple prints are included in a single figure, they should be of uniform tone.

Numbering:
    Figures, including charts and graphs, should be numbered consecutively.

9. APPENDIX (IF ANY):
    The Appendix should be avoided if possible.

10. METRIC SYSTEM:
    The metric system should be used for all measurements, weight, etc. Temperatures should always be expressed in degrees Celsius (centigrade). Metric abbreviations, as listed below, should be expressed in lower-case without periods.

    **Length:** km (kilometer); m (meter); cm (centimeter); mm (millimeter); m (micrometer) (micron); nm (nanometer); pm (picometer); Å (Ångstrom unit) (10Å=1nm).

    **Area:** km² (square kilometer); m² (square meter), mm² (square centimeter); nm² (square millimeter); m² (square micrometer); nm² (square nanometer); km³ (cubic kilometer); m³ (cubic meter); cm³ (cubic centimeter); mm³ (cubic millimeter); m³ (cubic micrometer); nm³ (cubic nanometer).

    **Volume:** kl (kiloliter); liter (always spell out); ml (milliliter); l (microliter); nl (nanoliter); pl (picoliter).

    **Weight:** kg (kilogram); gm (gram); mg (milligram); g (microgram); ng (nanogram); pg (picogram).
11. **SYMBOLS:**
   When preceded by a digit, the following symbols are to used: % percent; ° for degree.